A triple challenge
None of the above statements is entirely justified. What they express, however, is misgivings about what has been termed in the lingua franca of classic diplomacy les incertitudes allemandes. The subject is German strategic foreign policy in the postCold War era, Germany's special relationship with Russia and the conduct of German diplomacy in the Ukrainian crisis since early 2014.
It remains to be seen whether 2014 will go down in history as the watershed year that marks the end of the postCold War era which began in 1989. What is certain, however, is that Germany played a crucial role in both of those historic moments. That role is connected with Germany's central geographic location, its close political and economic links with all other crucial players in the West and the East of Europe, the dominance that results from both positional centrality and the country's economic strength and, last but not least, Germany's legacy as an aggressive and disastrously failing European hegemon in the first half of the 20th century. At first glance, the circumstances differ substantially. In 1989, the fact that Germany was divided between the opposing blocs of the bipolar hegemony of the Cold War made national reunification both the trigger-event and the capstone of the stable and peaceful transition from communist rule and bloc-confrontation to what was meant to be an all-European order of freedom and democracy. In 2014, it was Germany's dominant role within the EU and its wellestablished political partnership with Russia that made German diplomacy the center-piece of western crisis management.
Some parallels between 1989 and 2014 are, however, striking. Ukraine is the only country in the former Soviet bloc where the rollback of democracy imposed by an authoritarian regime met stiff opposition from a nationwide civil movement. It was triggered when the then President Viktor Yanukovych radically changed course, suspended, in November 2013, negotiations with the EU on an association agreement and declared Ukraine's readiness to join the Russian-led Eurasian Customs Union. What became known as the Euro Majdan was the most vehement civil unrest in Europe since the demise of communism in 1989.
That parallel, however, had no impact on German public opinion. No 'solidarity with the Majdan' movement emerged in Germany, a country that takes pride in the history of the civil unrest that triggered the demise of communist rule in East Germany and beyond a quarter of a century ago. Instead, the Ukrainian events were framed in terms of EU vs Russia rivalry. What is more, within that biased frame, a relative majority of Germans declared in spring 2014 that they were in favor of a 'middle position' of Germany between the west and Russia in handling the Ukrainian crisis, and 61 per cent rejected enhanced North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) engagement in Poland and the Baltic States.
1 Prominent members of the Social Democratic and the Christian Democratic parties, now forming a Grand Coalition in Berlin, openly defended the Russian perspective and, thus, indirectly justified the Russian aggression against Ukraine. 2 Similar statements were made by Peter Gauweiler, vice chairman of the Bavarian Christian Democrats (CSU) and by Armin Laschet, chairman of the influential Christian Democrats in North-RhineWestphalia. 3 They were echoed in the German business world, most prominently by Eckhard Cordes, chairman of the 'Ost-Ausschuss der Deutschen Wirtschaft' (Committee on Eastern European Economic Relations) who in countless interviews underlined the importance of Russia for German business interests and was particularly outspoken against EU sanctions in reaction to the Russian annexation of Crimea. 4 Matthias Platzeck who used to be prime minister of the state of Brandenburg (1998 2013) and was briefly chairman of the Social Democratic Party (SPD) (2005 2006) pleaded for the international recognition of the annexation of Crimea. 5 In December 2014, dozens of former politicians and diplomats as well as artists and celebrities of various sorts including former Federal President Roman Herzog, former Chancellor Gerhard Schr€ oder and Academy Award nominee movie director Wim Wenders -published an 'Appeal for Dialogue with Russia' in the weekly Die Zeit in which NATO expansion was made responsible for Russian anxieties while Russia's undeclared war against Ukraine remained unmentioned. 6 German diplomacy in the Ukrainian crisis was therefore facing a triple challenge. The federal government had to readjust its own perceptions of, and overall strategy vis-a-vis, Russia. This had to be done in a political environment shaped by public opinion which was unsusceptible to solidarity with the civil unrest in Ukraine and rejected confrontational measures against Russia. And, last but not least, German diplomacy had to organize consensus and cohesion among the 28 EU member states in response to the Russian aggression against Ukraine.
Put in theoretical terms, German diplomacy had to avoid misperceptions (cf. Jervis, 1976) and to adjust some of its principled and causal beliefs as far as Russia and Russia's strategic foreign policy was concerned. 7 According to the two-level game logic that shapes the linkage between governmental strategy and decision making at the international level and acceptance and support by the domestic constituency (cf. Putnam, 1988) , German diplomacy had to signal credibly its resolve to respond to the Russian aggression while avoiding the alienation of a domestic constituency reluctant to accept confrontational measures. Widening the 'win set' of feasible solutions that did justice to both requirements was the order of the day. The very same logic applied to Germany's role as a consensus broker within the EU. The requirement here was to strike a balance between the demands of Poland, Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia for harsh economic sanctions against Russia and the deployment of additional NATO combat troops on their respective territories, on the one hand, and the reluctance of Italy, Hungary, the Czech Republic and Slovakia to support action that could expose them to Russian countermeasures in terms of oil and gas supply on the other.
The remainder of this article is devoted to the patterns and performance of the German response to those challenges. Based on an assessment of the legacies, mindsets and interests that shape strategic German foreign policy, the analysis focuses on how Germany's crisis management unfolded since the violent clashes in Ukraine in early 2014. A preliminary conclusion is that German foreign policy did adapt its principled beliefs as far as the German Russian relationship is concerned but did not manage to adapt decisively causal beliefs at the tactical level. This implies that while German foreign policy makers displayed remarkable skill in organizing the political consensus within both EU and NATO frictions persisted at the domestic and the international level. On the one hand, the Russian aggression against Ukraine galvanized the German efforts to redefine the country's role in NATO and to adjust both military spending and armament policy. On the other hand, German political elites as well as public opinion will remain a target zone for Russian efforts to exploit latent cleavages and fault lines as part of an adventurous experiment: purposeful destabilization as a geopolitical tool. Russia's strategic change of course towards military aggression for the sake of territorial gains and regional destabilization destroyed one of the main pillars of German foreign policy towards Russia known as 'partnership in modernization', based on the notion of regional peace and stability through mutual political and economic benefit. Accordingly, the Ukrainian crisis not only took the German political elite off guard which was the case in all the other capitals of western democracies but forced the German political class to redefine an entire segment of the country's strategic foreign policy.
The geopolitical consequences of the collapse of communism in 1989/90 and the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991 had remained a blind spot of German foreign policy, just as early diagnoses had predicted (Ash, 1994; Seibel, 1992) . The linkage between democracy, not as a mere constitutional order but as the profound expression of the strength of civil society, on the one hand, and the demise of hegemony as a viable geopolitical concept on the other did not take root in the mindsets of German foreign policy makers. Although German politicians paid lip service to the notion of the peaceful revolution that overcame the communist regime of the German Democratic Republic, it was national reunification as such and its political administrative management that left the decisive footprint in the German collective memory (cf. Jarausch, 2013) . Neither the force of civil society nor the miraculous peacefulness of the collapse of an entire geopolitical order were appropriately acknowledged, let alone Germany's new responsibility as a dominant power on the European continent. Significantly enough, 'Germany's second chance', as Fritz Stern had aptly characterized the consequences of 1989, was not truly grasped as such in the affected country.
The resulting mindset, however, nicely fitted the political and economic interests of Germany and its European neighbors. After all, for the first time in the country's history, a unified Germany was firmly embedded in multilateral international arrangements, first in NATO and then in what is today the EU. German leadership, let alone dominance, was not what, in 1989 and 1990, the rest of Europe was in need of. Moreover, since the days of the West German economic miracle (Wirtschaftswunder) the German political and business elites had deeply internalized the lesson that penetrating markets abroad was much more effective and much less risky a policy than conquering territories. What resulted from this was a mixture of self-adulating narratives and robust pursuit of economic interests. The narratives were devoted to Germany's history as an aggressive and militaristic power whose supposed present-day mission was to refrain from the use of military force for the sake of foreign policy goals (Maull, 1992) . Hence Germany's limited role in NATO and the self-description of German foreign policy as being based on a 'culture of military restraint'. This, however, did not prevent German governments from shaping postCold War economic governance in Europe according to the German model, especially when the eurozone was in the making (James, 2012; Mazzucelli, 1995) . Both the Maastricht criteria and the institutional strength of the Central European Bank, located in Frankfurt, were German brainchildren, and were imposed on Germany's fellow EU member states in spite of considerable reluctance, especially in France and Italy.
The common logic of a policy of military constraint and of tight integration of a future common European currency zone was that, in the early 1990s, it served the strategic interests of both Germany and its western allies. The downsizing of Germany's armed forces to less than 50 per cent of the combined West and East German troops was part of the Two-Plus-Four-Treaty as the founding act of German reunification. Integrating Germany in a European currency union had been the long-term goal of other European nations, France in particular, whose purpose was to eliminate the dominant Deutsche mark and to tame Germany's economic power.
It soon turned out, however, that what was meant as structures and mechanisms restraining the power and influence of a unified Germany paved the way for German 'cherry picking' and economic dominance. Germany only selectively and reluctantly participated in the military missions of both the United Nations (UN) and the EU. Germany's military budget remained well under NATO's target rate of 2 per cent of the GDP. At the same time, Germany not only became the structural hegemon within the eurozone (cf. Bulmer, 2014; Paterson, 2011) but also the world's most export-dependent economy.
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This implies that the country's economic prosperity and social stability depends on a stable international environment, as Germany is not able and not willing to provide for its own security. When it comes to security, Germany is a free rider at the expense of those who suffer from German dominance on both domestic and export markets. Facing this profound contradiction is the crucial challenge of present-day German foreign and security policy. The bitter irony is that the Ukrainian crisis could serve this purpose well. 11 A significant footnote is that Schr€ oder, once out of office in 2005, became chairman of the shareholders' committee of Nordstream, the firm building and running a gas pipeline through the Baltic Sea and owned by a consortium of Russian, German and Dutch energy companies with the state-owned Russian Gazprom as the majoritarian shareholder.
The notion and potential practice of a German Russian 'partnership in modernization' perfectly fitted the strategic German preferences as far as reduced military expenditure and enhanced export markets were concerned. Schr€ oder's successor Angela Merkel did not alter that course despite sporadic critical remarks on the human rights situation in Russia. Germany's close and dense economic linkages with Russia, complemented by a dense web of consultation and cooperation mechanisms among which the regular meetings of the two respective governments, held once a year, were the crucial elements until 2013.
The flipside is Germany's considerable dependence on Russian oil and gas supply. 12 And it is indicative that, despite some minor frictions, the intensified repression and restriction of constitutional and human rights since the beginning of Vladimir Putin's second presidential term in 2012 remained largely unaddressed in the manifold formats of cooperation and consultation between the two countries. Moreover, Germany tended to neglect strategic interests of its Eastern neighbors for the sake of smooth and profitable cooperation with Russia. The Nordstream gas pipeline, while strengthening the economic and political ties between Germany and Russia, decoupled Poland and the Baltic States from a common energy supply. At the same time, Nordstream bolsters Germany's position as an energy distribution hub in western Europe. This supports Russia's policy of bi-lateral agreements with EU member states with the intention of weakening inner-EU solidarity. It also makes individual EU member states more vulnerable to Russian political pressure or straight blackmailing. All this was based, however, on the illusion that Russia was indeed the partner the Germans wanted.
The Ukrainian crisis as an external shock and a 'new German foreign policy'
Germany would undoubtedly have continued to conduct a 'partnership in modernization' policy vis-a-vis Russia provided that Vladimir Putin and the Russian leadership did not resort to open violence in response to the failure of their coup, which was the integration of Ukraine into the Russian-led Eurasian Customs Union announced in November 2013. It was clear from the very outset that Ukrainian President Yanukovych had, as Swedish Foreign Minister Carl Bildt put it at the time, 'bowed deeply to the Kremlin' under Russia's 'politics of brutal pressure'. 13 Germany was taken off guard for a mere technical reason, since, after the federal elections of September 2013, the new government was still in the making. It was even more remarkable that the newly appointed Social Democratic Foreign Minister, FrankWalter Steinmeier, took the opportunity of his inauguration speech on 17 December 2013 to call it 'absolutely outrageous how Russia has exploited the dire economic situation in Ukraine' to make it drop the envisaged association agreement with the EU. Steinmeier, who was Schr€ oder's chief of staff and subsequently Merkel's foreign minister already in her first cabinet of 2005 2009, had the reputation of being one of the most ardent proponents of a German Russian 'partnership in modernization'.
14 It is hard to determine whether he wanted to get rid of those stereotypes or whether he was really frustrated by the continuous disappointments he had to sustain in his efforts to build a true entente cordial with Russia.
President Yanukovych was still in office and Russia had not yet embarked on a course of blunt though concealed military aggression against Ukraine involving the annexation of Crimea, when high-ranking German officials promulgated what became known as, or was exaggeratedly named a 'new German foreign policy'. At the opening of the 50th Munich Security Conference in late January 2014, the President of the Federal Republic of Germany Joachim Gauck, Steinmeier and the newly appointed minister of defense, Ursula von der Leyen, underlined in various nuances that Germany, in accordance with the country's political and economic strength and importance, was determined to assume a wider range of international responsibilities, including military missions under the auspices of the UN, EU and NATO. 15 At that particular moment probably none of them thought that Germany's response to the Ukrainian crisis could become the litmus test for the seriousness of those announcements. Earlier situations had been different. In spring 2011 Germany, as a temporary member of the UN Security Council, was isolated among its western allies in siding with Russia and China in an abstention vote on the erection of a no-fly zone over Libya designed to protect the citizens of Benghazi against a massacre literally announced by Colonel Gaddafi. And during the protracted Syrian crisis Germany had also remained on the sidelines. But in the management of the Ukrainian crisis it was propelled onto center stage.
However, this role was not the outcome of the ambitious statements made at the Munich Security Conference of January 2014 but the consequence of Germany's dominant position within the EU and its close ties to the states immediately affected Russia, Ukraine, Poland, and the Baltic States. German diplomacy just found itself in a situation where active crisis management was unavoidable. Its relative success, however, was dependent on a series of factors of uncertain predictability: one was a change of mindsets as far as German Russian relationship was concerned. A second requirement was the mobilization of domestic support for what necessarily would be a more assertive policy vis-a-vis Russia. And a third component was Germany's capacity to mediate among diverging interests and policy options within the EU. The resulting diplomatic strategy had to be played out in two institutional dimensions, EU and NATO, while the crucial tactical challenge was to develop and to display determination and credibility in a protracted conflict in which not only the political fate of Ukraine and the Ukrainians was at stake but regional stability and peace in Eastern Europe as well.
In response to these requirements, the German diplomatic strategy unfolded in several phases. A pre-phase was the period before the military annexation of Crimea by camouflaged Russian forces in late February and early March 2014. It resulted in the decisions taken by the European Council on 6 March 2014, whose crucial part was a sanction plan to be implemented in accordance with Russia's compliance or noncompliance with the western efforts to reach a diplomatic solution to the conflict. A second phase stretched from early March to mid-May 2014 when a so-called contact group was established under the auspices of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) in which Russia and Ukraine were supposed to participate. A third phase lasted from mid-May to 17 July when a Malaysian airplane was downed over East Ukrainian territory controlled by pro-Russian insurgents. A fourth phase stretched from 17 July to 5 September 2014, when a ceasefire between Ukraine and the pro-Russian separatists was agreed on in the Belarus capital Minsk, followed by a fifth phase in which the Minsk accord was supposed to be implemented. Across those phases German diplomacy faced the double challenge of changing its strategic disposition vis-a-vis Russia under serious domestic restrictions determined by public opinion and economic interests and of assuming the unfamiliar role of the indispensable crisis manager. It nonetheless gained momentum and coherence. Yet fault lines remained, and whether or not the current crisis will result in successful containment of the Russian aggression, in enduring instability or, even worse, in a Ukrainian civil war, remains an open question for the time being.
Adjusting principled beliefs
Russia's annexation of Crimea and the subsequent military aggression in Eastern Ukraine made obsolete what until then was virtually the strategic fundament of German policy towards Russia, namely the 'partnership in modernization'. It was taken for granted a principled belief that it was in Russia's own interest to modernize its primary industry-based economy, to consolidate rule of law structures and to guarantee civil liberties. Just like the US's Obama-administration under the auspices of its 'reset' policy, the German Federal Government was driven by sincere confidence that, according to a rational definition of Russian interests in both the domestic and the international realm enduring partnership with the west was without reasonable alternative. And just like the US government the German counterpart had a hard time abandoning related illusions.
Steinmeier, in his above mentioned inauguration speech, clearly expressed his frustration when he called it 'absolutely outrageous how Russia has exploited the dire economic situation in Ukraine' to bring the country to cancel the envisaged association agreement with the EU. Steinmeier also insisted that 'it is Moscow's obligation to define and to explain common interests that potentially exist between Russia and Europe'. 16 However, when Steinmeier went to Moscow, at the height of the Majdan protests and its brutal repression by the Yanukovych regime backed by the Russian government, he refrained from any specific comment in his public utterances on Moscow's involvement. Instead, Steinmeier reiterated that Russia 'is needed for the solution of virtually all crises and conflicts of our time' and he pleaded for a substantial expansion of the 'constructive cooperation [between Germany and Russia] in as many areas as possible', for example in the form of 'projects in the areas of rule of law, health, strengthening municipal self-administration or the expansion of cooperation in education, science and research'. 17 This was still vintage 'partnership in modernization' and it was an arduous task to convert it into operational crisis management.
It was on Steinmeier's initiative that the Franco German Polish 'Weimar Triangle' was reanimated. which, however, was not the case. 18 It was an indicative sign of wishful thinking. Not only had Russia not signed the Kiev agreement of 21 February 2014 Russia's envoy Lukin declared that such a step would exceed his competences but instead gave asylum to the Ukrainian President Yanukovych once he had deserted his own country, and from that moment on treated the interim government in Kiev as illegitimate. It became apparent that Russia intended to destabilize Ukraine altogether.
It was only after the annexation of Crimea completed in early March 2014, however, that the German government substantially changed course. Tensions between the Federal Foreign Ministry and the Chancellery became visible when Steinmeier, on 2 March, still pleaded against excluding Russia from the G8 round although that step had already been approved by the governments of the US, the UK and France. 19 Later that day, however, it was announced that the upcoming G8 summit, scheduled to be held in June in Sotchi at the Russian Black Sea coast, would be suspended. Chancellor Merkel obviously had held sway in the matter.
However, the annexation of Crimea and the use of military force by which it was completed mark the turning point beyond which the notion of a 'partnership in modernization' disappeared from German foreign policy language. Remaining divergences between the Chancellery and the Federal Foreign Ministry lost significance and German diplomacy was crucially instrumental in forging the decision of the European Council of 6 March 2014 that entailed a three phase system of economic sanctions on Russia while Merkel and Steinmeier unanimously condemned the annexation of Crimea as an act of unacceptable violation of international law. In the context of the Weimar Triangle, Steinmeier and his fellow foreign ministers Fabius of France and Sikorski of Poland affirmed the determination of those three countries to 'support taking new strong action' in case Russia should continue to pursue 'a policy that divides and splits Ukraine'. 20 Remarkably enough, Steinmeier became very outspoken in warning corporate Germany not to sustain the hope for a return to 'business as usual' anytime soon. 21 No doubt, Steinmeier's learning curve had been particularly steep. 22 The Federal Foreign Office's Division of Strategic Planning (Planungsstab) made its own efforts to disseminate the foreign minister's new perspective on Russia.
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Adjusting causal beliefs
While the Federal Government's principled beliefs were thus changing, the causal beliefs were not. Causal beliefs, according to Goldstein and Keohane (1993) , are operational ideas about the best fit of cause and effect in foreign policy. Sanctions against Russia had been anathema to the Federal Government and the German political class in general until the annexation of Crimea and the same was true for a stronger presence of NATO in Eastern Europe through the deployment of combat troops. Berlin's mantra was to 'keep the communication channels open' and to talk with the Russians rather than to exert pressure on them. 24 The causal belief behind this was that stepping up pressure on Russia would escalate the conflict. The learning requirement was to acknowledge that, facing a Russia determined to escalate anyway, the opposite was true. German diplomacy had a hard time to learn that lesson.
Chancellor Merkel attempted to broker a compromise between two requirements. One was doing justice to the quest of the US, Poland and the Baltic States for determined reactions to the Russian annexation of Crimea. The other was making concessions to the more than cautious domestic climate in Germany, to the reservations of both her coalition partner, the Social Democrats, and the German business world both were against sanctions that could affect the cooperative character of the German Russian relationship and, last but not least, Germany's economic interests. The three phase sanction system established by the European Council of 6 March 2014, was precisely that type of compromise. Phase one of those sanctions envisaged the suspension of bilateral talks with Russia including the cancellation of the G8 summit scheduled for June 2014. Phase two included travel bans, asset freezes and the cancellation of the EU Russia summit. Phase three envisaged 'additional and far-reaching consequences for relations in a broad range of economic areas between the EU and its member states, on the one hand, and the Russian Federation, on the other hand'.
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Sch€ auble said at the G20 Finance Ministers' and Central Bank Governors' Meeting in April 2014 it 'would make no sense' to talk about new sanctions against Russia for the time being. 26 The prevailing belief, especially among Social Democrats, was that productive talks with Russia and sanctions were mutually exclusive.
Both Merkel and Steinmeier made concessions to these dispositions. In an interview of 20 April 2014 with the weekly Bild am Sonntag, a tabloid paper with high circulation, Steinmeier argued that an intensified, as he put it, 'sanction debate' could contribute to the aggravation (Zuspitzung) of the Ukrainian crisis. 27 Merkel, on the occasion of her meeting with Putin at the 70th anniversary of the Allied landing in Normandy in Deauville, France, said that currently the issue was 'not the threat of sanctions but the quest for solutions through talks'. 28 Those utterances not only unnecessarily exposed fault lines within the EU, as far as the implementation of the decisions of the European Council of 6 March 2014, was concerned, but also implied a misleading and thus counterproductive interpretation of the nature of coercive diplomacy in general. Juxtaposing 'sanctions' and 'escalation' basically meant undermining the effectiveness of the very mechanisms of a political solution' of the Ukrainian crisis which German diplomacy was aiming at. Casting doubt on the determination to implement the EU sanction plan could only encourage Russia to promote the very escalation of the conflict with Ukraine abjured by German foreign policy makers. Conversely, to describe as 'escalation' what was still a relatively modest countermeasure in response to the Russian annexation of Crimea and Russia's continued efforts to destabilize Ukraine altogether came close to Moscow's own rhetoric. It is hard to determine whether it was a tactical error or just a blunder that repeatedly made German foreign policy makers describe even Ukrainian defense measures as a risk of 'escalation'.
29 These ambiguities did not remain unnoticed among outside observers. 30 A particularly critical aspect of those ambiguities affected the consequences of the Russian aggression against Ukraine for the NATO. Germany's insufficient military spending and the resulting combination of cherry picking and free riding when it comes to the country's NATO obligations had been characterized as NATO's 'most significant problem' 31 
Defense Minister Ursula von der Leyen, a Christian Democrat, was necessarily most susceptible to the critical debates on the issue within NATO and made related public remarks as early as March 2014. 32 Her initiative, however, immediately revealed the lack of consensus within the governing Grand Coalition. Vice Chancellor Sigmar Gabriel, chairman of the Social Democratic Party, hastened to rebuke the defense minister with the blunt statement that strengthening NATO in Eastern Europe was not on the agenda. 33 Even more revealing was Gabriel's language: he said that the defense minister had created the impression that 'the next step of military escalation' was imminent. Military means according to Gabriel, were unnecessary for demonstrating the commitment to NATO. What was imperative, he continued, was 'a different way, which is the way of negotiations.' 34 By characterizing the strengthening of NATO in Poland and the Baltic States vs negotiations as opposing options Gabriel in turn misinterpreted the nature of credible signaling in international relations. It should have been clear to an accomplished politician like him that nonnegotiated concessions do not yield any benefit in return in other words, that no Russian concessions could be expected as soon as NATO's concessions were presented to Russia upfront on a silver platter. 35 Moreover, those statements weakened the solidarity with Poland and the Baltic States. They entailed a barely concealed arrogance since the German Vice-Chancellor implicitly pretended to have a better judgment on the security requirements of Poland and the Baltic States than these NATO member states themselves. It was therefore with concerns and irritation that the tensions and contradictions within the German government were realized among Germany's NATO allies. 36 While Defence Minister von der Leyen probably had had the intention of preparing German public opinion for the consequences of the intense debates within the inner circles of NATO about appropriate responses to the Russian annexation of Crimea as they had been reported in a memo by Germany's ambassador to NATO, Martin Erdmann, in the second half of March 2014 37 the tactical purpose of Vice Chancellor Gabriel's critique was probably to make those consequences compatible with the pacifist sentiments within his Social Democratic Party. This, however, did not alter the fact that Foreign Minister Steinmeier's efforts to reanimate the Weimar Triangle and, thus, the close cooperation with Poland was quite at odds with the Social Democrats' reluctance to strengthen NATO in Poland and the Baltic States. 38 Polish President Komorowski made related concerns public when, in May 2014, he asked for a more determined stance by Germany vis-a-vis Russia. Komorowski spoke of a 'suspicion that some politicians in Germany are conducting foreign policy in a way that is hard to accept for Poland'. 39 Germany's particular obligations towards Poland, buttressed by warm personal relationships of Merkel and Steinmeier with their respective Polish counterparts Donald Tusk and Radosław Sikorski, together with the unmistakable expectations for a stronger German commitment within NATO, resulted in a compromise consisting of three elements: Germany pledged to enhance its contingent in the headquarters of the Multinational Corps North-East in Szczecin, Poland, to provide the flagship for the NATO flotilla in the Baltic Sea and to resume earlier as planned 'air policing' surveillance flights over Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. 40 The deployment of regular NATO ground troops, however, was taken off the agenda. What is more, Steinmeier hastened to exclude 'categorically' future NATO membership of Ukraine. 41 Steinmeier's explicit statement, repeated at various occasions even when the military threat exerted by Russia was more than evident, 42 demonstrated one more time both the nature of the inner-German compromise after all, domestically his remark primarily addressed a German public rejecting stronger NATO presence in Eastern Europe and the inclination of German diplomacy to make nonnegotiated and thus counterproductive concessions to Russia. This was especially so since the 'categorical' exclusion of future NATO membership of Ukraine was pronounced immediately prior to a meeting of NATO Ministers of Foreign Affairs held on 1 April 2014. Steinmeier abandoned what had been the official rhetoric of the German Federal Government with respect to NATO enlargement so far, namely that a Russian veto in enlargement affairs was unacceptable. The German foreign minister would have had more than one reason to use precisely that formula under the given circumstances. The fact that he did not do it was again indicative of what in the eyes of outside observers could easily appear as Germany's ambiguous commitment to NATO.
In sum, however, the compromise on NATO's reaction to the Russian aggression against Ukraine sealed at the meeting of NATO ministers of foreign affairs of April 1 2 2014, was a substantial contribution to widening the 'winset' the set of acceptable solutions of German diplomacy in the Ukrainian crisis. It combined what was acceptable to domestic public opinion with what was required as a minimum level of commitment to the solidarity with Poland, the Baltic States and, indirectly, Ukraine within the framework of NATO. That compromise laid the groundwork for a robust German position in the internal debates and negotiations in preparation of the NATO summit in Wales on 4 5 September 2014. At the Wales summit the German proposal, with slight adjustments, prevailed over Poland's and Baltic States' demand for substantial enhancement of NATO capacity on their respective territories. Flanked by visits of Chancellor Merkel to Latvia and Ukraine in August 2014, Germany insisted on keeping the NATO Russia Founding Act of 1997 intact, which excluded the 'permanent stationing of substantial combat forces' in future Central and Eastern European NATO member states regardless of the fact that Russia, through its aggression against Ukraine, was in flagrant breach of those agreements anyway. Moreover, the Founding Act had referred to 'the current and foreseeable security environment' that meanwhile had been altered dramatically and unilaterally by Russia. As a compensation, the NATO Wales summit announced a 'Readiness Action Plan' whose core is a substantial enhancement of military infrastructure in Poland and the Baltic States combined with a 'continuous presence and activity in the air, on land and at sea in the eastern part of the alliance, on a rotational basis' and a 'spearhead unit within the NATO Response Force' including 'several thousand land troops ready to deploy within a few days'. 43 
Making diplomacy work: productive and counterproductive efforts
When President Viktor Yanukovych of Ukraine was still in office, Germany started active crisis management in terms of shuttle diplomacy and back-channel brokerage. Initially, the reanimation of the Weimar Triangle (with a reluctant France though 44 ) was the chosen format. Both French Foreign Minister Fabius and his German counterpart Steinmeier then came up with the idea of establishing a 'contact group', known from other crisis hot spots as an appropriate tool of mediation. Steinmeier soon suggested the OSCE as a framework. 45 Russian President Putin agreed to the proposal in a telephone conversation with Chancellor Merkel on 2 March 2014. 46 When the US, Russia, Ukraine and the EU, on 17 April 2014, reached an agreement in Geneva through which the conflicting parties affirmed their willingness to refrain from 'violence, intimidation or provocative actions' and pledged that all 'illegal armed groups will be disarmed' an OSCE Special Monitoring Mission was assigned a leading role in assisting Ukrainian authorities and local communities in the implementation of the agreement. A former German career diplomat, Wolfgang Ischinger, became the 'Representative of the OSCE Chairperson-inOffice for National Dialogue Roundtables in Ukraine' (a function assumed by the Turkish diplomat Ertugrul Apakan) and thus a crucial figure in what was meant to be a peace process for Ukraine. Ischinger had been a member of two similar 'contact groups' tasked with the settlement of the conflicts on the Balkans in the 1990s. His broad experience and close linkages to numerous Russian career diplomats, including Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, as well as the fact that, initially at least, he was an outspoken critic of sanctions on Russia, 47 should have made him a well-accepted interlocutor on the Russian side.
It soon became apparent, however, that Russia had no intention of implementing the Geneva Accord of 17 April 2014. On the contrary, Russia started to arm and to equip pro-Russian insurgents in the cities and regions of Lugansk, Sloviansk and Donetsk. According to all evidence, this was designed to destabilize Ukraine to a degree that would make the presidential elections scheduled for 25 May 2014, unfeasible. In early May 2014, Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov, referring to the ongoing violence in Eastern Ukraine, declared it 'useless' to organize such elections. 48 In response to 'the continued efforts by separatists backed by Russia to destabilize eastern Ukraine' and to the absence of any 'concrete actions [of Russia] in support of the Geneva Accord' the group of G7, on 26 April 2014, announced in a joint statement that it would 'move swiftly to impose additional sanctions on Russia'. 49 While the explicit purpose of the new sanctions was, according to the G7 statement, 'to ensure a peaceful and stable environment for the May 25 presidential election', German Foreign Minister Steinmeier had previously declared his reservations against new sanctions on Russia. 50 It is unclear, given Germany's approval of the G7 decision of 26 April, how the divergent opinions within the German Federal Government were settled.
One might assume that the abduction of a group of observers of the OSCE, among them several Germans, by pro-Russian insurgents in Eastern Ukraine on 25 April 2014, was a tipping point beyond which Steinmeier would abandon his resistance against further sanctions on Russia. As a matter of fact, Steinmeier made extraordinary efforts to free the OSCE hostages, using his excellent personal links to Lavrov. When the hostages were finally freed eight days later, however, Steinmeier expressed enthusiastically his gratitude to the Russian government, 51 which again revealed a certain weakness in judgment and diplomatic skill. Instead of expressing so warmly his gratefulness to a Russian government ultimately responsible for the circumstances that had made the abduction of the OSCE observers possible it would have been wise to pinpoint the obvious leverage exerted by the Russian government over the insurgents in Eastern Ukraine.
On 1 2 May 2014, Chancellor Angela Merkel traveled to Washington DC where, in a meeting stretching over four hours, she conferred with President Obama on the Ukrainian crisis. 52 Given the mixed messages to be heard from German government circles about the policy vis-avis Russia Merkel confirmed the determination of her government to implement to the full degree, if necessary, the three-phase sanction plan adopted by the European Council on 6 March 2014. In the meantime, Ischinger, in his capacity as de facto chairman of the OSCE contact group, made it clear in a series of interviews that any hope for productive talks with the proRussian insurgents in Eastern Ukraine would be in vain. The so-called 'separatists', Ischinger said, would represent nobody and they not only were not able but also not willing to negotiate. 53 The presidential elections in Ukraine were held surprisingly smoothly on 25 May 2014, and candidate Petro Poroshenko won outright with a 55 per cent majority. Subsequently, the new Ukrainian government decisively intensified the military efforts to reestablish jurisdiction over the eastern Ukrainian regions of Lugansk, Sloviansk and Donetsk, meanwhile controlled by pro-Russian insurgents. In response, Russia multiplied pleas for a cessation of hostilities. Under the pressure of the EU read Germany President Poroshenko, on 20 June 2014, unilaterally declared a ceasefire. 54 When a new meeting of the EU chiefs of government and heads of state, scheduled for 27 June 2014, was approaching it was evident that Russia had done nothing to honor the unilateral ceasefire pronounced by Ukraine, and that was precisely what the EU summit declared. 55 Again, however, it was due to decisive German influence that no further sanctions on Russia were declared at the summit itself. Instead, a deadline was announced that granted Russia three more days 'to actively use its influence over the illegally armed groups and to stop the flow of weapons and militants across the border [between Russia and Ukraine], in order to achieve rapid and tangible results in de-escalation'. In referring to the decisions of 6 March 2014, that entailed the three-phase sanction plan, the European Council declared that on 30 June 2014, it would 'assess the situation and, should it be required, adopt necessary decisions' and underlined 'its commitment to reconvene at any time for further significant restrictive measures'. 56 Clear and determined as these decisions were actually the most determined action taken by the European Council since its meeting of 6 March 2014 their implementation was effectively undermined by the German government. Of the requirements formulated by the European Council in its statement of 27 June 2014, only one the release of OSCE hostages again taken by proRussian insurgents was fulfilled by 29 June. Otherwise the decision of the Council remained without Russian response that should have included an agreement on an OSCE monitored verification mechanism for the ceasefire, the effective control of the Russian Ukrainian border, the return to the Ukrainian authorities of three itemized border checkpoints and the launch of substantial negotiations on the implementation of the peace plan meanwhile submitted by Ukrainian President Poroshenko. So 'further significant restrictive measures' further sanctions on Russia should have followed in accordance with the Council's decisions of 27 June. The chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee of the German Bundestag, Norbert R€ ottgen, a Christian Democrat, predicted, in a radio interview of 1 July 2014 that precisely this would happen the very same day. After all, R€ ottgen said, the credibility of the EU was at a stake. 57 However, foreign minister Steinmeier had meanwhile praised the 'important role of Russia' in achieving the release of the OSCE hostages. 58 Again, Steinmeier failed to underline that this demonstrated one more time Russia's leverage over the insurgents in Eastern Ukraine. He also failed to ask, in accordance with the EU decisions of 27 June, for Russia to use its influence to make the insurgents comply with the requirements of, at least, an effective ceasefire and an OSCE monitored verification mechanism. What is more, Chancellor Merkel and French President Hollande, in a telephone conversation of 29 June 2014 with Russian President Putin, had agreed to support Putin's demand to extend the ceasefire unilaterally declared by Ukraine (and constantly violated by Russian-supported insurgents). 59 Although Merkel and Hollande once again asked for the implementation of Poroshenko's peace plan the immediate effect of their agreement with Putin was to suspend the decisions of the European Council of 27 June 2014. So the very credibility of the EU, which for R€ ottgen was at stake, had already been severely damaged when he, still in good faith, predicted in his Deutschlandfunk interview of 1 July 2014, that new EU sanctions were imminent.
What resulted from the Franco German intervention was a meeting of the foreign ministers of Germany, France, Russia and Ukraine in Berlin held 2 July 2014. The foreign ministers issued a 'joint declaration' through which they 'strongly reconfirm[ed] their commitment to sustainable peace and stability in Ukraine' and stressed 'the necessity of a sustainable ceasefire'. These vague formulas were completed with the announcement of another meeting of the OSCE contact group 'no later than July 5 th with the goal of reaching an unconditional and mutually agreed sustainable ceasefire'. 60 In essence, the EU, under the decisive influence of France and Germany, increased the pressure on Ukraine while decreasing the pressure on Russia. The 'joint declaration' of 2 July 2014, de facto revoked the decisions of the European Council of 27 June and left it to the discretion of Russia to comply or not to comply with the requirements of an 'unconditional and mutually agreed sustainable ceasefire', monitored by the OSCE. Without further EU sanctions in the offing, the outcome was predictable. Not even the Russian Ukrainian talks, scheduled to start 5 July 2014, materialized, let alone the 'close collaboration between Russian and Ukrainian border authorities' mentioned in the 'joint declaration'.
German media comments on the alleged extension of the ceasefire in Ukraine and the meeting of the four foreign ministers of 2 July 2014, were again indicative. By mere chance, the meeting coincided with the farewell visit to Berlin of NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen. His appearance was portrayed in some media as the opposite of the alleged peace talks between the foreign ministers of Ukraine, Russia, France and Germany. Politicians of the governing Grand Coalition were quoted as saying that they were afraid of Rasmussen using the common press conference with Merkel to spoil Berlin's 'course of de-escalation' as far as Ukraine was concerned. The crucial issue of the day, according to these sources, was 'definitely no sanctions'. 61 It was just another sign of the deeply engrained misperception of how sanctions and the potential for de-escalation were causally interlinked.
German wishful thinking, clinging to the vague idea of an alleged ceasefire, had no remedy in store against the continued Russian aggression in Eastern Ukraine. What is more, it virtually made the Ukrainian government responsible for any further escalation. This was precisely what the Federal Government's representative for Russian and East European affairs, Gernot Erler, expressed when, in an interview with Neue Osnabr€ ucker Zeitung of 2 August 2014, he pointed to the 'very strong pressure' under which Putin found himself in the attempt not to let down the Russian-speaking people in Eastern Ukraine, whom he had taken, as Erler put it, 'under his protection'. 'When the separatists face military defeat, a direct intervention of Russia across the border [between Russia and Ukraine] cannot be excluded.' That sounded much more like an admonition addressed to the Ukrainian government than a warning addressed to Russia.
Finally a 'game changer'? The downing of MH17
The downing of the Malaysian civil airplane MH17 on 17 July 2014, was a decisive turning point in the German efforts to reach a diplomatic solution in the Ukrainian crisis. The death of 298 innocent civilians in a plane that, according to all evidence, had been shot down over Eastern Ukrainian territory controlled by pro-Russian insurgents was an eye-opener as far as the consequences of the ongoing violence in Eastern Ukraine was concerned. Its impact on public opinion in almost every country outside Russia was aggravated by the behavior of the proRussian insurgents at the crash site and its vicinity. An independent investigation into the causes and even an appropriate treatment of the victims was made impossible by gunmen, many of whom were apparently drunk and did not refrain from pillaging the corpses. The incident thus not only made it evident that the insurgency supported by Russia had created a situation in Eastern Ukraine in which violence was rampant and virtually unlimited but also that large contingents of the so-called separatists were just ruthless criminals.
For the first time the German government openly supported sectoral economic sanctions on Russia in accordance with phase three of the sanction system agreed by the European Council on 6 March 2014. Vice Chancellor Gabriel asked for the 'disarmament of the separatists' in Eastern Ukraine. 62 Yet Foreign Minister Steinmeier continued to emphasize the flipside of sanctions on Russia and the detrimental effects on the German economy. Anger and disgust, Steinmeier said in an interview with the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung referring to the death of the passengers of Malaysian Airlines flight MH17, 'cannot be the last word in foreign policy'. 63 Steinmeier also emphasized the necessity of 'balanced sanctions' whose negative repercussions would have to be evenly shared by the EU member states. And, finally, talks and negotiations with Russia would remain indispensable, Steinmeier said. Again, these truisms were not designed to increase diplomatic pressure on Russia.
In the wake of the downing of MH17 and the subsequent efforts of the EU to decide upon further sanctions, Russia did not waste time in achieving a fait accompli and further destabilization in Eastern Ukraine. From the end of July 2014 on, western intelligence services reported a massive influx of troops and weapons from Russia into insurgent-controlled areas in Eastern Ukraine. This prompted Chancellor Merkel to ask President Putin in a telephone call of 16 August 2014, to stop the 'stream of armament, military advisers and armed personnel over the [Russian Ukrainian] border'. 64 In the second half of August 2014, however, the pro-Russian insurgents, meanwhile reinforced by Russian military personnel and heavy weaponry, launched an offensive against Ukrainian regular forces and soon made substantial territorial gains. Parallel to this offensive, Russia, with great propaganda efforts, organized a convoy of several hundred trucks, declared as 'humanitarian aid', an initiative whose obvious purpose was not only to organize the proverbial offer Ukraine could not afford to refuse but to distract international attention from the simultaneous military offensive that was the closest thing to open Russian military aggression against Ukraine so far. When the fall of the Ukrainian city of Mariupol on the Black Sea coast and a Russian attempt to establish a land corridor between Russia and the annexed Crimea seemed to be imminent, Steinmeier pronounced one of his rare direct alerts addressed to the Russian government in saying that such a step would be 'just as much a violation of international law and subject to condemnation as the annexation of Crimea'. 65 Nonetheless, August and September 2014 marked a new period of active German brokerage within the EU and NATO for coherence and determination vis-a-vis Russia in the Ukrainian crisis. An intense process of backchannel negotiations and shuttle diplomacy, mainly initiated and upheld by German government officials, including Merkel herself and Steinmeier, focused on three crucial areas. One was the coordination of further steps to a decisively elevated level of economic sanctions on Russia, now affecting entire sectors of the Russian economy. A second issue was the preparation of the long awaited NATO summit in Wales to be held on 4 5 September 2014. A third area was the assistance and mediation of direct talks between Russia and Ukraine in an attempt to save what could be saved from the Berlin declaration of 2 July 2014.
In two of those areas, Berlin's efforts were as successful as possible under the given circumstances. This applies to the economic sanctions whose scope and nature had to be negotiated among the career diplomats representing their respective EU member states in Brussels. In a protracted and arduous negotiation process that in the second week of September 2014 stood on the brink of disruption, Berlin managed to overcome not only the resistance of France, where the cancellation of a one billion euro contract with Russia on the construction of a helicopter carrier in the shipyard of Saint-Nazaire met stiff resistance by the unions and President Hollande's own Socialist Party, but also to persuade a particularly stubborn Italian Prime Minister Renzi to give his consent to the new package of sanctions. Chancellor Merkel was equally successful in her efforts to strike a balance between the claims of Poland, Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia together with NATO Supreme Commander General Breedlove to deploy substantially more NATO ground forces in these countries and the German goal of not suspending NATO Russia links altogether and of preserving, at least formally, the NATO Russia Founding Act of 1997 (see above). In both domains further sanctions and bold but limited enhancement of NATO capacity in Poland and the Baltic States the German brokerage was skillful and determined.
Not surprisingly, things were different as far as the mediation between Russia and Ukraine was concerned. Russian support and barely concealed direct military action in Eastern Ukraine had, in the meantime, bolstered the position of the pro-Russian insurgents in Eastern Ukraine. In addition, President Putin called for some sort of 'statehood' for Eastern Ukraine. 66 Putin and Ukrainian President Poroshenko met for their first direct talks (besides a very short meeting in Deauville, France, in early June) in Minsk on 26 August 2014. Their meeting remained inconclusive at first glance but a telephone conversation of the two presidents of 3 September 2014, finally paved the way to a truce deal between Ukraine and pro-Russian 'separatists' that was signed 5 September 2014.
The truce remained more than fragile, however. The UN Human Rights Monitoring Mission in Ukraine (HRMMU), in a report of 20 November 2014, stated that in the period between 6 September and 18 November 2014, 957 persons had been killed in the East of Ukraine and the 'the number of internally displaced people (IDPs) has also sharply increased from 275,489 as of 18 September to 466,829 on 19 November' due to 'the total breakdown of law and order and the emergence of parallel governance systems in the territories under the control of the [self-proclaimed] "Donetsk people's republic" and the [self-proclaimed] "Luhansk people's republic"' and 'the continuing presence of a large amount of sophisticated weaponry, as well as foreign fighters that include servicemen from the Russian Federation' which, according to the report, 'directly affects the human rights situation in the east of Ukraine'. 67 The German Federal Government made the Minsk agreement of 5 September 2014, the focal point of further diplomatic efforts and Chancellor Merkel emphasized the particular responsibility of Russia for its implementation. 68 In a formal governmental statement (Regierungserkl€ arung) before the Bundestag on 16 October 2014, she said that 'Russia has to make the decisive contribution to de-escalation [in East Ukraine]' and that full implementation of the Minsk agreement 'requires, among other things, the withdrawal of Russian weaponry, effective border control under OSCE auspices and municipal elections in East Ukraine according to Ukrainian law'. 69 Those demands, according to all evidence, fell on deaf ears when Merkel met President Putin on 16 November 2014, at the G20 summit in Brisbane, Australia, in an atmosphere still shaped by the downing of MH17 that had claimed the lives of 38 Australian citizens and aggravated by the demonstrative deployment of a Russian flotilla in the international waters off the Australian coast. Merkel and Putin conferred for almost four hours. In a subsequent speech at the Lowy Institute for International Policy in Sydney, Merkel castigated 'forces, still existing in Europe, who refuse to honor the principles of mutual respect and peaceful conflict resolution . . . which is what happened through the annexation of Crimea in violation of international law'. She also accused Russia of violating the territorial integrity and sovereignty of Ukraine thus putting into jeopardy the entire peaceful order of Europe, a development aggravated, Merkel said, through Russia's destabilizing influence in the Donetsk and Lugansk region in East Ukraine. 70 These unmistakable statements notwithstanding, the German government was incapable of developing a coherent policy and communication strategy in the wake of the Minsk agreement of September 5, 2014. Foreign minister Steinmeier, in a newspaper interview of 16 November 2014, refrained from emphasizing Russia's obstruction of the agreement at all. Instead, he announced that no new EU sanctions against Russia were in the offing. 71 When NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg, on 18 November 2014, made public new evidence of intensified Russian military moves at the Russian Ukrainian border, including the deployment of heavy weaponry and 'very sophisticated air defense systems' 72 , Steinmeier did not pick up the issue at a common appearance with his Russian counterpart Lavrov in Moscow the same day, followed by an unannounced reception by President Putin in the Kremlin. 73 Instead, Vice Chancellor Gabriel, in a statement summarizing the results of a meeting of the supreme committee of the SPD of 24 November 2014, expressed concerns over intensified NATO presence in East European member states and drills 'close to the Russian border' that easily could lead to further escalation. 74 The day before, Steinmeier had repeated that Ukraine should not join NATO. 75 Thus, Berlin sent mixed messages and exposed intragovernmental faultlines. While chancellor Merkel, at a press conference after the EU summit of 18 December 2014, kept emphasizing the conditionality of the sanctions against Russia and Russia's responsibility for the conditions to be met, 76 Steinmeier, in an interview of 19 December 2014, expressed concerns that further sanctions could lead to uncontrolled economic deterioration in Russia. 77 Indicative enough, the German foreign minister one more time refrained from pinpointing Russia's own discretionary leeway to alleviate the sanction regime and to avert the very economic consequences he was referring to. It is hard to determine if his omission was part of well-intended signaling or mere diplomatic blunder. At any rate, it necessarily weakened the leverage visa-vis Moscow as well as Germany's integrative capacity within the EU and, consequently, the auspices of the very diplomatic solution of the Ukrainian crisis the country is officially committed to.
Conclusions: arduous learning or new 'German uncertainties'?
The Russian aggression against Ukraine made obsolete a core concept of German foreign policy which was the 'partnership in modernization' with Russia. Moreover, it propelled Germany, a country that for decades had preferred to stay on the sideline in international conflict management, into a position of an indispensable crisis manager. Accordingly, German foreign policy had to adapt principled and causal beliefs espoused so far. That affected the notion of privileged relationships with Russia for the mutual political and economic benefit as a key element of a European peace and security architecture, however imperfect. German crisis management required an appropriate tactical disposition, mobilizing domestic support and acceptance for a more assertive policy vis-avis Russia and crafting a common policy of the EU member states in cooperation with the US.
What one may preliminarily conclude is that German foreign policy did adapt its principled beliefs as far as the German Russian relationship is concerned and was successful in integrating EU and NATO over the crisis, but did not manage to adapt decisively causal beliefs at the tactical level. While German foreign policy makers, Chancellor Merkel and Foreign Minister Steinmeier in particular, displayed remarkable skill in organizing the political consensus within both EU and NATO, thus bridging the wide gap between the expectations of Poland and the Baltic States on the one hand and the reluctance of EU key states like France and Italy to implement fully fledged economic sanctions on Russia on the other, the mobilization of domestic support and acceptance was subject to ambiguity and internal frictions within the governing Grand Coalition in Berlin.
Capitalizing on his credibility as a true torchbearer of German Russian partnership, Steinmeier, on the one hand, was also effective in mobilizing acceptance for a new realism in German Russian relations. This affected primarily his own Social Democratic Party and German business circles with great expectations connected with the 'partnership in modernization'. On the other hand, Steinmeier still invested much hope in Russian willingness to achieve a stable political solution of the Ukrainian crisis and for the future of Ukraine in general. This led to tactical errors such as nonnegotiated concessions to Russia like the categorical rejection of future Ukrainian NATO membership and an unmistakable distance towards a determined implementation of the EU sanction plan of 6 March 2014. However, Steinmeier's excellent personal relationship with Polish Foreign Minister Sikorski was chiefly instrumental in mitigating the detrimental effects of Germany's reluctant position within NATO as far as the reinforcement and reassurance of NATO solidarity and protection of Poland and the Baltic States was concerned. There was also early consensus between Steinmeier and Merkel on what turned out to be a viable compromise agreed at the NATO Summit in Wales of early September 2014. It entailed the substantial reinforcement of NATO's deployment capacity and infrastructure in Eastern Europe but kept the NATO Russia Founding Act of 1997 at least formally intact.
Of pivotal importance in the long run is the fact that the Russian aggression against Ukraine galvanized the German efforts to redefine the country's role in NATO and to adjust both military spending and armament policy. In mid-October 2014, the Federal Government decided to increase military spending, to modernize German combat troops and to streamline its strategic armament policy. This, however, does not alter the fact that Germany continues to walk a tightrope between realism and false assumptions about Russia's willingness and ability to return at least to calculable rivalry as a prerequisite of minimal political stability in Eastern Europe and beyond. So far, the new disposition of Russian foreign policy, including collective self-deception and military aggression, amounts to an adventurous experiment which involves purposeful destabilization as a geopolitical tool. Next to transnational terrorism Russia's subversion of principles of calculable risk taking is likely to define the major external challenge to EU and NATO in the foreseeable future.
Germany will continue to play a crucial role in developing appropriate responses. It is, however, hard to predict whether arduous adaptation or renewed 'German uncertainties' will prevail. On the one hand, the governing Grand Coalition is committed to a double-tracked policy that combines shuttle diplomacy and intense dialogue with Russia with determined action on the basis of the echeloned sanction plan agreed upon by the European Council on 6 March 2014. On the other hand, the combined effect of century-old Russian German rival partnership, economic linkages and the legacy of peace and stability under the auspices of d etente policy during the Cold War form a strong undercurrent shaping the interplay of domestic and foreign policy. In the absence of profound experience with sustainable crisis management in general and coercive diplomacy in particular, the main challenge is to reduce volatility in terms of strategic communication and actual decision making. To a large extent, the current federal government of Christian and Social Democrats managed to live up to that necessity. Faultlines do exist, however, and it cannot be taken for granted that Germany remains the forceful and reliable key player it has been so far in response to a new aggressive Russian foreign policy. 
